**FAIR PLAY**

An awkward social call at your neighbour’s place can be substituted with a fun walk together in the vast outdoors. Superkilen in Copenhagen is the perfect getaway. The park by Bjarke Ingels Group in collaboration with artists Superflex and German firm, Topotek1 is situated in an ethically varied locality and highlights unity in diversity. The 1 km space is dotted with objects, signs and furniture from various countries. Website www.big.dk.com
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**Architectural Feats**

*Keeping you abreast with the heights and depths of constructions in cities and beyond*

PRODUCED BY ADITI SHARMA MAHESHWARI
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**CREATIVE CONFLICT**

It’s like a doll’s house but with a strong message. Brooklyn based artist OLEK covered two dwellings – in Finland and Sweden – with bright neon pink crocheted threads, stitched by Syrian and Ukrainian refugees. They wove large panels of the yarn to envelope every inch of the facade, which stands as a symbol of hope and peace, and emphasises the plight of people whose houses were destroyed in war. Website www.oleknyc.com
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**EXPLICIT DISPLAY**

You don’t need to see this under covers with a torch. An exhibition at the Elmhurst Art Museum titled Playboy Architecture 1953-1979, explored the magazine’s influence on interior design. Their editorials on architectural legends such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Buckminster Fuller and Mies van der Rohe set the aesthetic tone in American homes. On display were photos and models of Playboy inspired archetypal projects. When May 7-Aug 28, 2016 Where Elmhurst Art Museum, US Inquiries www.elmhurstartmuseum.org